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Saturday History Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Saturday:

2:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: Tara & Rama
T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [8-9 pm MST 1-209-647-1600 pin 353 863#] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
•

BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US

1 – 888-429-5471

This # picks up the first available line.

B Conference Call:

1-860-970-0300

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

BBS Phone Line:

1-716-748-0144

NO PIN REQUIRED: this line is very, very clear!

C Skype:
D

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Saturday History Call with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one
being at the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:00 – 10:30 pm EST

Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 972400##
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C

Wednesdays:

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only: 1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#
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9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#
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Opening Meditation:

Cheryl Croci

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

•
•
•
•

A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
The radio program costs $300 per week; this week, we need $ 300
Everyone doing a little helps a lot - many thanks to everyone for paying it forward!
Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal
button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program or MariettaRobert's Stargate Round Table
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

T & R: • Their full-time, life time commitment is to be tuned in to what is really going on behind the
artificial world we see around us. They don't ask for anything but they do require
food, gas, a home, and access to BBS Radio on order to get the information out.
• This week they need food money, gas money, and some money for bills [$ 300]
• THEY ALSO NEED ANOTHER $250 FOR THE RENT – BY TOMORROW!
• We can donate via the Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
317-773-0061

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert Pickett:
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
• You can also book a session with MR for a transformational clearing.

T:

if you have any trouble hearing, that means there is an issue with the sound and it
is an emergency - so call this number: 1-888-429-5471
• if you cannot get through, use this # 1-888 – 710-8061

Intro Notes
• The following audio link allows you to listen to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/true-history-february-20-2016
•

The new number for the Conference Line:

641-715-3650 - pin 353 863#

• for an hour, 8 – 9 pm MST, every Friday, Saturday
• for the rest of the show, it's BBS Radio for those with computers,
or for those without - 1 - 860 - 970 – 9300; pin codes are listed on page 1
• if you can't hear on the 860 number, call 1-716-748 – 0144 out of Texas:
this gets you straight into the BBS radio program which is very clear.
• There is no PIN CODE; you can only listen – and you can hear BBS Radio 24/7.
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HARD NEWS
T: goes back to the Thom Hartmann show from yesterday with Amy Goodman and the Rev from
Michigan; Gov Snyder and his staff are responsible for the 10 deaths
• We've been in training for life times, for this life, right now – we are the
Richard Wolffe
• talked about the edge of the cliff we are sitting on: the financial story
• E. Warren is as angry as a wet hen! The banksters are not too big to fail, or to jail
Camp Lovewave
Brian Epstein was guest, the fund manager who got out of hedgefund game – also talked of the
same cliff and how folks just print more money for themselves, and the people get the shaft!
•

You cannot stop what is inevitable: St Germain has the answer – the Babylonian Money Magic
machine which is about the paper, not the gold that backs the financial system and runs in
our veins [gold dust]

•

Also talked of Mon Feb 22 edition of the X Files: season finale – it has to do with the next
evolutionary leap in consciousness. They cannot hold things back, as more and more folks
are waking up due to the wisdom in our cells

Eugenia Bocalandro – has to do with completely legalizing cannibis in New Mexico, and a special
kind of compost that comes from mushrooms that grow nowhere else on earth: they add
intelligence to the compost: mushrooms are of ET origin and when you put the compost on
your garden, you get amazing results: cucumbers as long as your arm; tomatoes the size
of grapefruit – like at Findhorn.
•

Spoke of the intelligence that comes from the mitochondria

Cheryl: Nevada caucus: live results from huff post – says 65.5 of precincts have reported
4256 – 53.35%
3883 – 47.7%
• As more votes come in, Bernie could outdo Hillary – yes!
• Blaze violet flame and blue flame together all week long!
The NYTimes agrees with MoveOn that super delegates need to follow the popular vote
• And the super delegates are NOT elected – they are corporatized!
• Alan Grayson from Florida asked his e-mail people who should he vote for!
T: this gives us more energy to deal with the next situation: what was done today about clearing
out the old thoughtforms so we could see the gateway and see the new was a good
exercise!
T: Rama is being told by Natasha that things are about to completely break open!
• And Hillary is to be indicted very, very shortly.
•

Brian Epstein said “Welcome to the land of make believe!”
• no matter the stories about Mr Scalia, this is a fight to the death, and death is just
another transition
• and this is the end of that polarity idea: THERE IS NO DEATH: WE ARE NOT OUR
BODIES.
T: does not know what happens to Scalia, but Mother does
• and he literally appointed Bush !
• What T was seeing: something to the effect that the stage is being set for the Divine
Feminine that carries the light that enters in – and this is our sister, Michelle Obama. They
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are both Moors and Aboriginal Moabite Nation people – and this land is that!
Speaking of Moabites, we are speaking of ancient Lemuria – which brings up the teaching of
the monastry of the 7 Rays - the elders will be stepping in
• Barack at the press conference did not wear a tie and he looked exasperated to say the
least. There were questions about Scalia – and after the conference, he announced he
would not be attending the funeral
R: know that MSNBC tell Chris Matthews, Rachel Maddow [what to say, do]
• Keith Olberman knows when to step in and pop the story: which is
• the fiasco going on with the fake paper money: he knows that
• The struggle is life or death in the sense of are we going to continue the war path out there?
• Saying that Hillary won BUT THE PEOPLE DON'T HAVE THE FACTS.
•

R: Mr Putin knows how to win on the chess board and he is an immortal – and he's playing the
brinkmanship game with great finesse, as he can move back and forth between both
worlds.
• R does not think he hangs out with people like St Germain: there are many levels of
removing layers – our origins began out there, with the intelligence in and of itself, the
mitachlorians, the Force and what M and A created along with us –
the lady Eugenia [carboneconomy.com] is an Olymic winner and does a show called the carbon
economy series before Camp Lovewave: she was talking of the intelligence of the fungus
and how the consciousness of mother/father god is in the fungus and via the magnetic
waves, solar flares, pulls the spores into a planet's atmosphere and the intelligence which
comes from the solar winds, flares and mother/father god goes into the ground and create
plants
•

T: goes back to Obama, as he is one of the threads about consciousness – he said a while ago,
that foreign observers are troubled by some of the rhetoric they are hearing from the
Republican candidates: what is interesting is that all the people are all focussed on Trump
but what all the candidates are saying is as troubling; Trump may up the ante about antimuslim but the other things being said by the others are equally as unpleasant.
• Obama says he continues to think that Trump will not become president because he has
a lot of faith in the American People and that the people see being president as a serious
job – not a game show, reality show.
R: Trump wears a bullet proof vest 24/7; Mother knows what the story is and it is about
service to humanity, not me, me, me!
• He is a major distraction playing with the old Luciferian energies of rebellion
• it's simple: do you want to play with love or do you want to play with fear? That is what
all his sources are saying.
T: People do not have the education, the facts, the background. And Obama is delineating all that
is going on when he talks about the meaning of the president.
Brian Epstein: when you step into the level of global finance and you don't follow your
marching orders, you end up in a body bag.
R: From Natasha: John Lewis and James Clyburn have done what they need to do to stay
alive – they had to sing to the dragon heart that needs to be healed! She's a 50' dragon.
Talking of Hillary – there are oceans of blood around that story
• The way to conquer a dragon – a friend with a beautiful voice who has made a tape that goes
back to a story from the Land of Pan that was merging into Lemuria
• Used to be just one piece of land and the Pacifica [peace] Ocean – we were all brown
Children of the Sun, thanks to the melanin: protects us from the sun, and blesses us with
love, truth, peace, freedom, and with the first 4 qualities, can do justice
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•

Right now, we are coming up against accountability – Bernie is teaching folks
• how many of the children know the constitution & how it came about; how many adults?
• The only reason the war of independence was won at the time was because the Moorish
people had money; a Moorish president, James Hanson, was the 1st president; the
Moorish people poured financial help which allowed the soldiers and Geo Washington's men
to get close – they were in tatters at that point [Goe Washington was a black moor too
through his mother] Washington was controlled by the British Crown which was controlled
by the Vatican
• the Black Panther movement: there is a search for truth from Angela Davis to Malcolm X
to MLKing about how do we do this? One of Malcolm X's speeches was “the ballad or the
bullet” when the 13 families have given the police carte blanche, no punishment for killing
black people.

Richard Wollfe: the privatized prison system is tied in with the biomedical-military-industrialcongressional complex also the banksters are also tied into privatized prisons:
• they give debit cards to the prisoners; they charge the prisoners and there is a whole
electronic system within the prison which funnels the money funnels right to the top and
the slave masters, the great white dragons
• their entire empire is collapsing: he didn't go into conspiracy theories about Scalia; all he
said is “The Light has won!”
•
•

Be sure and go see Michael Moore's movie and be sure to watch the credits at the end!
With NESARA, we go back to the wise council of elders who are showing up right now, guiding
Mr 19.5 and others to work out a proper way of governing ourselves so we don't have slave
masters and death camps

Reading: History and Catechism of the Moorish Orthodox Church of America
[SEE BELOW]
1986 and updated 1992 Enforcer of the law and Bishop . .
• when listening to the material on the Black Panthers, remember that Noble Drew Ali
won back for all of the Americas what the Black Panthers & later groups are still fighting for!
• 1928 Conference of the Americas – he got back all of the western hemisphere! Black Moors are
Cherokee, black Irish are Cherokee too – took the Annunaki some time to change the colour of
people's skin
•

The Moorish Orthodox Church draws on the highest mystical teachings of the Sufis

Reading: 2006-11-29 Russian scientist finds Paradise at the North Pole [SEE BELOW]
• Sythia was another name for the capital of Atlantis
• many people have been working on proving the existence of Hyberborea – see article
• Eurasia includes Lauerasia which includes NA, Europe, American Arctic regions
the land migrated from Southern India – Madagascar was part of the land that
bumped up against the Himalayas and eventually broke off again and moved.
*** LISTEN TO THE TAPE TO HEAR TARA'S COMMENTS
• Noble Drew Ali [b.1886] studied with an ancient priest, the last of a cult of high magic
that was practiced for centuries in Egypt & the pyramid of Cheops
• Origins of Mayans and Aztecs: Mayans come from Caucus area, down to Egypt into
the armpit of Africa and right over here to south America, then Central America and
then North America; same as the Malinese people; - the Mayans are very dark
skinned.
• from this priest, Noble Drew Ali learned about the Circle 7 [the Koran] and other high
truths
• the ancient truth is that we are all Moabites or Moors - Moors are an asiatic race – the
dynasty of China and Mongolia – Genghis Khan was black – people did not come
to North America via a land bridge: they used star ships!!!!
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R: tells the story of Hanniman picking up a mountain and moving it – part of the terra
forming that was going on on the planet: a story told
•

Morocco before the continents broke apart: the whole east coast of NA was attached to Morocco
•
•

there is a close tie between Moorish science and Rastafarian ism – can see this in Jamaica

the Rastas originated in Ethiopians which is the teachings of Christ in hebrew fashion –

Caller: pointing out that the diagram on the page about the Moorish Orthodox Church looks like
the Celtic decoration because the Celts actually came from Egypt.
• the mayans are ancient hebrews too
• one of the reasons for having people as white is to cover up our heritage & show how the
Roman Church has taken over the teachings of Christ
Brief discussion: Great Britain - David Cameron and EU membership
2016-02-20 EU renegotiations: David Cameron gets 'unanimous agreement' as Britain is
given 'special status' in Union
[SEE BELOW]
•

“A landmark agreement was agreed to today” – Tara got the article from Al Jazeera and
transcribed it
• Natasha told Rama that the British people will wring his neck! Don't agree with him.
“No more something for nothing” are the words of Cameron! Really does not want to
help the refugees . . . .
• She also said that all heaven is about to break loose & the economy will crash – it's
about to hit the fan and Max Keiser said it too!
•

•

This fight represents Unity Consciousness!

Audio:

The Black Panthers: Vanguard of the Revolution

http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/videos/the-black-panthers-vanguard-of-the-revolution/
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Change was coming to America and the fault lines could no longer be ignored—cities were
burning, Vietnam was exploding, and disputes raged over equality and civil rights. A new
revolutionary culture was emerging and it sought to drastically transform the system. The Black
Panther Party for Self-Defense would, for a short time, put itself at the vanguard of that
change.
THE BLACK PANTHERS: VANGUARD OF THE REVOLUTION is the first feature length
documentary to explore the Black Panther Party, its significance to the broader American
culture, its cultural and political awakening for black people, and the painful lessons wrought
when a movement derails. Master documentarian Stanley Nelson goes straight to the source,
weaving a treasure trove of rare archival footage with the voices of the people who were there:
police, FBI informants, journalists, white supporters and detractors, and Black Panthers who
remained loyal to the party and those who left it. Featuring Kathleen Cleaver, Jamal Joseph,
and many others, THE BLACK PANTHERS: VANGUARD OF THE REVOLUTION is an essential
history and a vibrant chronicle of this pivotal movement that birthed a new revolutionary
culture in America.

T: to witness this and to transmute all that has gone on: Black Lives matter is important because
the intelligent mind and heart has raised things!
2016-02-20
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Music: all about magic and the hero, often a reluctant one who is pushed beyond his current limits
T: Trump won South Carolina; Hillary won Nevada – projected winner in SC; Jeb Bush
“suspended” his campaign this afternoon.
ASTROLOGY
Richard:
Welcome to Pisces, 12th sign of the zodiac, and the final 1/3 of winter:
Last week 4 planets in earth signs, 2 in fire, 2 in water and the sun in Aquarius.
During the week, there was movement and essentially a better balance. Jupiter and Pluto still in Earth signs
and still trine; the North Node is conjunct Jupiter. Mars still in Scorpio; Neptune still in Pisces. Saturn and
Uranus still in fire signs: Sag and Aires; sun in early Pisces ; 2 earth, 2 air, 2 fire, 3 water and full moon on
Monday at 4 Virgo – moon goes into Virgo at 6:40 am EST – good for doing detail work and for garden work
– will be planting in 2 more weeks! Moon in Libra; Mercury will sextile Saturn. Next Saturday, Moon goes
into Scorpio with no exact aspects – big full moon: find where 4 Virgo falls in your chart as well as 4 Pisces

https://youtu.be/hIL1g9WSsc84
When I admit,
I don't know it all,
I can feel small.
But that is when
The treasure pours in,
And learning can truly begin.

The Full Moon's a'comin! Everybody howl! A good time to just let it out. We've been through some
challenging, confining, pressurizing energy patterns with Mercury and Venus in Capricorn for so
long. Our lovely Venus heads into space (Aquarius) this week to join Mercury and take us cosmic.
With the Sun heading into Pisces, the Infinite, we can all take some time over this next month to
2016-02-20
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let out that pressure, release the tension, allow, accept, flow and heal a bit. Part of that healing I
speak about in today's report: let's stay in touch with ourselves, our feelings, and our bodies
without getting too lost in all the objective explanations, reasons, and goals that our ego-minds
can put out there for us. Chill out, feel in, and blast off!
Richard: reading from Dane Rudhyer – Sabian Symbols
1st degree Pisces

Reading:

2016-02-18

Message to Lightworkers

Caroline Oceana Ryan

[SEE BELOW]

CONFERENCE CALL
Gerry: is happy because he has hooked up two people who can work together. There are also
crazy tides which are washing away the beaches and leaving all kinds of rubble. Has been
advised to get of Los Angeles but believes he is where he needs to be.
T: There's a leak coming out of the Carlsbad Area that has never stopped or fixed; the water
levels not up to par, either. Over 1/3 of their aquifers are done from last summer and they
are scarcely at the end of February and it's quite warm.
Ri: frost warning for next week – not quite ready to plant yet! [GA]
G: is still looking out for ways to fix his eyes – has come to realize his problem is himself and
needs to get out of the way!
T: talks about glasses that have a tuning station of them that allows you to see perfectly – they
are electronic
G: maybe radionics or stem cells: working on it. Saw Star Wars in Dec and the new Mr McGoo
cartoon that was shown before the movie started was very funny.
Ri: checked out the stable and got some manure for his garden. On Coast to Coast, a guy talking
about using wood ash on your garden – good for gardens.
T: tells the story of what happened on Thursday afternoon, Feb 18th
• Tara had a connection with a woman called Yarrow Alpine who came to their calls before
they were on the radio. On Thursday, Tara used the re-call button on the phone to call
someone in California, and when someone picked up the phone, she asked for that person
by name. The person who answered said that person did not live there, and where was she
calling to? The answer was California, and the respondent said “Do you realize you have
South Eastern Alberta, Canada? You're way off base.”
• As they continued talking, Tara learned who she was talking to: someone who had also
known Yarrow & the daughter; who had studied herbs with Yarrow in southern BC and,
because of Yarrow's influence, also went to see Ramtha. Tara asked if the lady knew Penny
and Len [because she knew P & L had studied with Ramtha for a while] and was told “Of
course I do”; “Do you know Cam and Connie?” “Of course, I do”! “Do you know about
NESARA? “Yes, I do!”
• T has been involved since 1985 in NESARA and the person she was talking to was
involved earlier too: not common to meet people who go so far back in the history of
NESARA's development.
• NESARA has also involved a huge Black Op which is now ending, as is WW 2, and an entire yuga.
• T talked about reading light frequencies: what was unusual in the story was that Len was
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using 3D technology to make the connection; she said he has a funny streak in him and is
using it more than ever!
• Rainbird shared the story with Reetah today and she started crying, she was so touched –
and she wanted to share her gratitude with us on the call as well!
• To have the whole group being involved is amazing: we are moving forward in such a way
– when we do our work together and the Faction 3 piece is vibrating through . . . Rachel
knows, Amy knows, and the lady Rama got to know from Russia [Max Keiser was on her
show] – they all know KOS and about Nesara and have a gag order, but you can pick
up vibrationally on what they are saying.
• As soon as Christine Legarde has her contract renewed at the IMF – for people

to realize that
she's not who she appears to be and has control over dinar, dongs, resets –
the troika in Europe includes Mario Draga, a good nazi &head of the EU central bank;
Jean-Claude Juncker, President of the European Commission is the head of the
European Commission (the executive branch of the European Union) and Christine Legarde
as head of the IMF
• they are changing the bond market & creating a bigger mess by selling off the bonds -

Ahalya: Jeb Bush quit the presidential run
T: they use the term “suspended” which means they can keep all the money they have! Those
who so-called quit have just “suspended” so they could all keep the money too. Also the
police dep't refuses to provide protection for Beyonce when she comes because of what she
did at the Super Bowl.
• Ahalya's ex husband was a Panther: phone tapped, surveillance, etc; the success of the
movement came in the fact of having people wake up, especially in the African American
community, though groups went in different directions. She was living in Oakland at the
time, and two of them Elaine Brown and ?? Newton came in and talked to Erica, wife of the
man who was killed, on at one of the ashrams; about a month he was shot dead and
killed – from what Ahalya saw and knew – it was definitely successful, and the kids in
Black Lives Matter are the grandchildren
• T was present when Fred Hampton was killed, and across the street from where they
killed him was the local high school – the kids were watching it live from the upper floors of
the school. A: the day it happened, her ex was gone when she woke up at 3 AM; she was
concerned because they had guns in the house. When he showed up later, she asked where
he'd been – he almost killed someone: they had killed his brother Fred & he almost killed
in revenge. Their older son still has issues with his dad – she tells him to honour his dad
because the struggle continues
T: there is no progress without accountablity and we are coming into that now: listening
yesterday to Thom Hartmann and Amy Goodman and the minister from MN: not only is
Gov Snyder creating a war crime, he's acting like nothing will happen to him or his
administration: will not apologize, or leave office, or admit what he has done. Amy and the
other speaker [on the Thom Hartmann show] laid out that he consciously created a
situation that affected 100,000 people and has killed 10 so far; and there are other cities
and towns with people getting lead poisoning.
• Natasha said it's going to break now: the banking situation can no longer remain under
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wraps – the economic situation in Japan is that the country is 300% over in spending
against what they create – their economy is dead. China is no longer building more cities
etc – they have lots of empty ones and no one is moving in;
Ahalya: on Facebook, a video of black women who confronted the police: stood in front of them
and told them that a new day is coming and you will be accountable for what you have
done: we are tired of you killing our children and our family members; then she turned and
walked off. This has been going on for years and years and years: her grandmother used to
tell her that at some point, even iron will break! And this is about the planet as well as the
African Americans.
• T: the poor southern whites were Black Panthers, too; the movement was beyond colour.
Ah: her mother marched with MLK and those people came to her home when she was a child,
and it continued after she married; and the other people are still alive and working in their
communities.
T: listening to the beginning of the documentary: there were other sides to the story:
Ralph Abernathy is the one who murdered MLK and people don't know that!
Ah: her mother was much involved with the movement in southern Illinois; after the
panther movement, Ah's ex worked for her mother's opponent when her mother was
running for political office. They knew there were moles – some of them knew; in any
movement, even what is going on now, there will be informants
T: talking about McCarthyism being back, and Mr Trump Hitler leading the pack – they are
trying to run circles around us again – won't happen.
AH: the kids in BLM are well educated; asks if T & R know about the video Hidden Colours 1, 2
and 3 – talks about the master teachers and some who taught her, too – Dr Ivan ? and
others whose lectures she heard. Will talk to her contact and see if she can find a copy of
them to send to T & R. Thinks all that is on You Tube is excerpts.
T: most of the people who come to this show [have lots of background]; we can use the synthesis
of what is in those videos; there is more and more wisdom we can access and there is
power in the numbers:
Carlton: did you talk about Scalia's death?
T: the way Camp Lovewave put it today: they are living in fairy tale land – the whole media is not
reporting anything! Carlton: a foot ball has 3 referees on the field, and in this case, no security
detail, no release of the roster of guests at the ranch, awarenss that he had health problems, he was
found with a pillow over his head. And no autopsy???
T: He was Opus Dei: the inner circle of OD decided he had to go, and the outer circle did the dirty work.
• he is singulary responsible for putting Bush into the presidency and is so responsible for all of the
blood spilled in all the countries in the Middle East. T did not realize that Bill and Hillary and the
Kissengers have been vacationing together for decades.
C: for the illuminati types, it was Scalia's time
T: everyone celebrating because Trump and Hillary won in Nevada and SC – and 3 weeks ago we
read in the Globe paper about what Hillary has been responsible for
• our challenge is connecting with the star families – Ahalya: they [the star families] tell us what

they were responsible for telling what they knew; it's up to us to do the next phase.
Ahalya: she found hidden colours 2 – will send it
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R: met Angela Davis in LA – all she did while in BP in LA was about getting freedom for the people
T: in those days, the galactic story was not as well known as it is now.
Audio: the rest of the Black Panther Documentary
T: the movement was truly a success because it built a story of lives on which to build
• She brings up Joe Biden as the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee – mid-80s
• Chuck Grassley is the current chair of The Senate Judiciary Committee, and he is the one

who sold nuclear secrets to Mr Kahn of Pakistan and he was the one who created the nukes
for Pakistan. Not only did he take the instructions to Pakistan, he was also responsible for
the materials and some of the stuff getting to North Korea! It was Sybel Edmonds who
exposed this years ago [see boilingfrogs.com]
Reading: 2012-12-19 The Sad Legacy of Robert Bork
Audio:Earth-Keeper Presents William Henry - Watcher Angels

[SEE BELOW]
& Human Transformation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydvv3AiciUk
7 Feb 2016 ... Earth-Keeper 2016 - Filmed Live at the Earth-Keeper Star- Gate Event, Nov 22,
2015. Brilliant Author, Scholar & Investigative Mythologist, William Henry speaks of the
Watcher Angels, Star-Gates & Human Transformation into Celestial beings. William Henry is
regularly featured on the History Channel Ancient Aliens televisions series, as well as Gaiam
TV. He is a scholarly & articulate speaker, and presents fascinating and compelling information
in this brilliant presentation, filmed before a sold out audience of over 500 at the Earth-Keeper
Star-Gate conference in the Crystal Vortex of Arkansas.

Audio: [KR878] Keiser Report: War on Cash

2016-02-20

https://youtu.be/wD1dnu8IJ4M
We discuss the war on cash and the Dutch Ukraine-European Union Association Agreement
referendum on 6 April 2016. In the second half, Max interviews Ancilla Tilia about the
upcoming referendum on Ukraine association: what the YES positions are and what the NO
backers are against. They also discuss the reasons for privacy, the case against GMO patents
and the best way to eat a stroopwafel.

Audio: The Laura Flanders Show
https://youtu.be/VNtYIBI3BFc
Trans South Asian art duo Darkmatter is comprised of Alok Vaid-Menon and Janani
Balasubramanian. They are deeply engaged in the connection of art and social justice, and
have been performing to sold-out crowds in New York and internationally.

The F Word: Laura Flanders - We're Still Moving Forward - On Authoritarianism and Angels in America https://soundcloud.com/lauraflanders/were-still-moving-forward-on-authoritarianism-and-angels-inamerica

Closing:

Rainbird

Music:

Kabir
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2016-02-20 History & Catechism of the Moorish Orthodox Church of America
History & Catechism of the Moorish Orthodox Church of America
virtual edition
Transcribed from the Crescent Moon Press
1986 edition and updated by the editors 1992.
no copyright (may be freely reproduced)
Imprimatur & Nihil Obstat USTAD SELIM
(Enforcer of the Law & Bishop-Exilarch of Persia)
&
ARIF HUSSEIN AL-CAMAYSAR
(Imam of Manhattan)
A morning breeze
trails musk behind it
perfumes
from the street
where my love is
Yes, and the world wastes
while you sleep
The caravan is leaving
The sweet smell is dying
Get up!
—Jalaloddin Rumi
Moorish Orthodoxy is not a new religion. Historically it began with the message of the
American prophet Noble Drew Ali, born Timothy Drew in North Carolina in 1886, raised
by Cherokee Indians and adopted into that tribe. At sixteen Drew began his
wanderings as a circus magician, which took him to Egypt where he received self
knowledge and direction from a priest, the last of a cult of High Magic practiced for
centuries in the pyramid of Cheops. This magus recognized the young American as a
reincarnation of a former leader of the cult, and saw him for the prophet he was.
From him Drew Ali learned the messages of The Circle Seven Koran, as well as
much higher truths; he returned to America where he was told in a dream to found a
new religion "for the uplifting of fallen mankind." He began the first mosque, or
temple, in Newark --- but because he and his followers refused to fight in World War I
he was forced to move to Chicago, where his movement, the Moorish Science Temple,
began to grow.
The Moorish Science Temple attracted mostly Black Americans. Noble Drew
however was no racist, though he held certain racial theories. Blacks, he said, are
Moabites or Moors, and under this identity he taught pride to a race of oppressed
sufferers. Moors are an "Asiatic Race" --but so are many others. For example, Noble
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Drew identified Celts as an Asiatic Race; later, when Whites of various sorts became
interested in Moorish Science, he identified all such as "Persians," a sort of spiritual
rather than factual identity. For Moorish Americans Morocco is a "promised land"; this
shows the influence of Garveyite "Return" teachings, and provides an interesting link
between Moorish Science and Rastafarianism. Moorish Orthodoxy (despite its name)
gives all these teachings an esoteric significance. For us, "The Asiatic Nation of North
America" includes all who embrace some form of the Oriental Wisdom, whatever their
other affiliations, and "Morocco" signifies their goal, "illuminated" consciousness.
In Chicago Noble Drew issued many Moorish Passports, and it is said that some new
converts, in the zeal of their newfound nationality, began to grow less and less subservient in
their dealings with the oppressor empire ("Pharoah" or "Babylon"). This culminated in a full scale
attack on the Science Temple in which (despite the secret escape route, an essential feature of
all Moorish Science Temples) many of the faithful were martyred, including the Enforcer of the
Law, a man whom Noble Drew had recognized as a reincarnation of Jesus.
Shortly thereafter (in 1929) Noble Drew prophesied the hour of his death. He was "taken
for questioning" by the Chicago Police and brutally beaten, and died soon after his release.
After this, the Moorish Science Temple began to split into sects or factions, one headed
by Noble Drew's chauffeur, another by Elijah Muhammed, who his his Moorish Science origins
and taught a pseudo-science of race hatred disguised as the "Nation of Islam." Until Elijah's
death, many Moors expected him to recant.
In the 1950's in the Baltimore/DC area, some white poets and jazz musicians came into
contact with the Science Temple and acquired passports. They formed another offshoot of
Moorish Science, the Moorish Orthodox Church of America. At that early stage, the M.O.C. was
seen as partly Moorish and partly Eastern Orthodox, and there existed certain ties with "Errant
Bishops" of the Old Catholic Church, Syrian Orthodoxy, etc. Some of these founding fathers
drifted eventually into Sunni Islam, others remained faithful to the M.O.C. and friendly to the
Science Temple.
In the early 1960's on Manhattan's Upper West Side, one of the youngest of these, Walid
al-Taha (Warren Tartaglia), jazz saxophonist and author of -The Hundred Seeds of Beirut-,
initiated some friends into the Church shortly before his tragic death (in his early 20's). A new
Temple was established in a basement on 103rd street off Broadway, along with a head shop
"The Crypt," and a Moorish Science Reading Room. The Church maintained a M.O.C. Motorcycle
Club at various neighborhood garages, and a campsite of 123 acres was acquired in northern
New York. Close ties were formed with the Ananda Ashram in upstate NY. Members in Baltimore
renewed ties with elders and missionaries of the Moorish Science Temple, including the Moorish
Governor of Maryland, who ran a junk shop that smelled of rose attar and woodstove smoke,
and talked like a Persian poet from Alabama -- an echo, no doubt, of Noble Drew's own perfect
Moorish Voice. Ties were formed with the M.S.T. in Brooklyn, which provided copies of The Circle
Seven Koran, Catechisms, etc.
When the Ananda Ashram moved into Milbrook NY with Timothy Leary's League for
Spiritual Discovery commune, the M.O.C. also established a presence there. The M.O.C. is proud
of its heritage in the Psychedelic Churches Movement of the 60's, when we shared many
adventures in Milbrook till the Empire banished its Celtic guru into exile and prison. We still have
a temple in Duchess County, where the church is legally incorporated.
At that time the Church more or less abandoned all "Orthodoxy" (though not the name)
and found its true spirit in Sufism. What interested us most was Sufism of various unorthodox
varieties, including Ismailism (the teachings of the Assassins). But many other strains were
woven into the M.O.C. in the 60's, including Advaita Vedanta, Tantra, Neo-American-style
psychedelic mysticism, Native American Symbolism, and insurrectionist activism.
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The 70's and early 80's in retrospect seem a rather dim period in Church history.
Members scattered around the world and interest waned. The "New Age" bogged down in
various Greed Therapies, guru-scams and bland-outs. For a while only small groups in
Manhattan and Dutchess Co. kept a shadowy existence and continuity. Recently however the
time has become ripe for a Revival. New religions are appearing: Native American rites, Neopaganism, Anarcho-taoism, the followers of Eris and others with whom we feel a natural affinity.
We have launched a new edition of our newspaper, The Moorish Science Monitor (quiescent since
1967!) and many new conversions have resulted. The sudden upsurge of interest necessitated
this revised edition of the M.O.C. pamphlet, out of print since the late 60's.

What is Moorish Orthodoxy? What is its "Catechism"? Many people have converted to Moorish
Orthodoxy simply on hearing its name or seeing the photograph of Noble Drew Ali (frontispiece
of the Circle Seven Koran) -- later, however, they may wish to learn something of Moorish
doctrine.
In effect, there is none. Moorish Orthodoxy is like a mirror in which each seeker beholds
a beloved form, each one different. We have no required ritual and no source of authority other
than those the individual imagination provides. We do however perhaps share a certain "taste"
or spiritual aesthetic.
Moorish Orthodoxy was founded originally to explore the esoteric dimensions of Noble
Drew's teachings, discovered in such passages from the Circle Seven Koran as these:
"Now cease to seek for heaven in the sky; Just open up the windows of
your hearts and, like a flood of light, a heaven will come and bring a
boundless joy."
"By the sweet breath of Allah all life is bound to one; so if you touch a
fiber of a living thing you send a thrill from center to the outer bounds
of life."
"You are, each one, a priest, Just for yourself."
"Allah and man are one."
"When man has conquered every foe upon the plane of soul and the
seed will have full opened out, will have unfolded in the Holy Breath.
The garb of the soul will then have served its purpose well, and man
will need it never more...and man will then at- tain unto a blessedness
of perfectness and at one with Allah."
"I (Jesus) brought immortality to light and painted on the walls of time
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a rain- bow for the sons of men; and what I did all men shall do."
The antinomian and egalitarian aspects of lines like these have reinforced our position, in
relation to all organized religion, of heresy; in relation to all liberatory teachings and beautiful
imaginings we take up a posture of "rootless cosmopolitanism" that seeks out universal spirit
hidden anywhere, revealed in all cultures, always occult and dissident, an "Invisible College"
embracing East and West but rejecting all official stultifying Consensus Reality. A Moor might
belong to any religion or none, "free either to take up a form or not take up a form... not bound
to any. Forms are for use, not to make captives" (Hazrat Inayat Khan).
The idea of an American heretical Islam is one such form. We appreciate the aesthetic of
Moorish Science, of Noble Drew's unique and prophetic mixture of Afro-American, Native
American, Magical, Oriental and Moorish symbolism and imagery. We admire his courage, his
martyrdom, his revolutionary stance against "Pharoah," his Americanizing of the prophetic spirit
(he always wore a Cherokee feather in his fez). We reflect this aesthetic in our lives and creative
work. But we are not bound by it. Like certain esoteric Javanese sects we reject the figure of the
Master (guru or murshed) in favor of the teacher. Anyone can be a teacher in relation to
someone; everyone has something to teach, something to learn.
To symbolize this attitude, all Moors are encouraged to create new names and titles for
themselves. The Moorish Hierarchy is self appointed; anyone is free to print Passports, although
the old Manhattan Lodge possesses certain seals and procedures which converts may appreciate.
Popular titles include: Moorish Governor, Metropolitan, Deacon, Vicar, Exilarch, Imam, Castellan,
Papessa, Contessa, Marshall or just plain Reverend. Moorish Science Temple adherents often add
"Bey" or "El" to their names, others favor other traditions, and some use their own names. All
Moors are entitled to titles, however, since all Moors have "authority."
The Moorish Orthodox Catechism, then, consists of no rules or dogmas, but only of
adherance to the "Five Pillars" of Moorish Science as listed by Noble Drew:
LOVE
TRUTH
PEACE
FREEDOM
JUSTICE
to which we add a sixth, "Beauty."
This bud opens into the red rose,
the nightingale is drunk for joy--Hail, seekers! Lovers of wine;
wine for a thirsty world
like a slug under
the rock of repentance...
a rock smashed by a mere goblet--and that is the announcement, the Miracle
Wine for the king! Wine for the slave!
this banquet was set for everyone,
drunk or sober, and when
the Feast is over and night grows up,
and the inside door of the Tavern springs
open
Low and High together will bow down
under the Arch of the World
to meet what...outside?
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2006-11-29

Russian scientist finds Paradise at the North Pole

Doctor of Philosophy Valery Dyemin, a researcher of the Arctic region, maintains that Hyperborea
(“beyond the Boreas (north wind)”), a mythical land that the Greeks thought was located beyond
Scythia, existed in reality. The legendary French scientist Jean Sylvin Baiae attempted to prove
the existence of Hyperborea a few centuries ago.
“Could you name any other scientists who also made a lot of effort trying to shed some light on
the mystery of Hyperborea?”
“Yes, there were many of them. Not only the geographers and historians worked on the problem,
the linguists also made several contributions. The rector of the University of Boston William
Warren published a book titled Paradise Found at the North Pole in late 19th century. In total,
there were 11 editions of the book. Warren analyzed a large number of spoken stories and
legends relating to paradise on Earth (Eden). According to him, all the information contained
therein stems from vague recollections of some ancient perfect land that lay somewhere in the
Arctic region.”
“What exactly are we talking about? Which part of the world should we look at?”
“I believe we should be looking for the traces of that civilization in Eurasia and American arctic
regions, in the islands and archipelagos of the Arctic Oceans, at the bottom of some seas, lakes
and rivers. It’s worthy of notice that Russia has the largest number of locations and artifacts that
could be bear relevance to Hyperborea. Some of the above have already drawn attention of
specialists; others are yet to be discovered. Active exploration is currently under way in the Kola
Peninsula, in the Island of Vaigach, in Karelia, Ural Mountains, West Siberia, Khakasia, Yakutia,
and a few other regions. There are good prospects for conducting research in Franz Josef Land,
Taimyr, and Yamal.
The geographic term “Hyperborean platform” is technical use. Scientists keep discussing the
platform’s dynamics in order to find out the reasons why it sank to the bottom of the ocean.”
“In other words, Hyperborea may have stretched over the lands that eventually sank into the
water?”
One of the charts by Gerhardus Mercator, the 16th century Flemish cartographer and geographer,
shows a huge continent lying in the vicinity of the North Pole. The land is an archipelago
composed of several islands divided by deep rivers. A mountain sits in the center of the land
(according to legends, the ancestors of Indo-Europeans lived near Mount Meru). The question is:
How did that land appear on the chart? There was no information whatsoever regarding the Arctic
regions during the Middle Ages. We have some reasons to believe that Mercator had used an
ancient chart, the one that is mentioned in his letter dated 1580. That chart showed a continent
located in the center of the Arctic Ocean, which was pictured ice-free on the chart. Mercator’s
chart seems to be based on the ancient chart.”
Secret decree by Catherine II
“Assuming that the ancient cartographic information was available for the chosen ones in days of
old, has anybody tried to search for Hyperborea in the Arctic region?”
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“Some of our compatriots participated in the quest for Hyperborea. The Russia Empress Catherine
II got some information of the ancient mythical land near the Arctic Circle via the Free Masons.
Catherine II organized two expeditions with the help of Mikhail Lomonosov. She signed a secret
decree on May 4th, 1764. The official documents indicated that the expedition headed by Admiral
Vasily Chichagov had been dispatched to Spitsbergen to inspect the location for the renewal of
whaling and fishing out there. However, the endeavor is referred to as an “expedition bound for
the North Pole” in the memoirs by Chichagov’s son. The Master was ordered to open an envelope
with detailed instructions only after his vessel had made for the open sea. According to
instructions, the vessel was to head into the direction of the North Pole. Those instructions were
penned by Lomonosov, by the bye. Unfortunately, the expedition couldn’t break through the thick
ice and had to turn back.”
“Why was Catherine II so interested in finding Hyperborea?”
“I believe that Catherine, not unlike a few other kings and queens, was enchanted by the
prospects of discovering the elixir of eternal youth, which is said to have been invented by the
Hyperboreans. Pliny and Herodotus, as well as Virgil and Cicero reported that people in the land of
Hyperborea lived to the age of one thousand and enjoyed lives of complete happiness. We
shouldn’t forget that the Empress was a woman.”
Argumenty i Fakty
Translated by Guerman Grachev
http://www.pravdareport.com/science/mysteries/29-11-2006/85697-paradise-0/
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2016-02-20 EU renegotiations: David Cameron gets 'unanimous agreement' as Britain
is given 'special status' in Union
Donald Tusk announces the deal after more than 24 hours of agonising discussions over British demands

David Cameron has struck a deal with other EU leaders over Britain’s future in Europe after
marathon talks in Brussels.
"I have negotiated a deal to give the United Kingdom special status inside the European Union,"
Mr Cameron said in a press conference shortly after the end of talks, adding that he would update
Cabinet at 10am on Saturday morning.
"Britain will be permanently out of 'ever closer union'," he said, adding that there would be "tough
new restrictions on access to our welfare system for EU migrants", and that Britain would "never
join the euro".
I have negotiated a deal to give the UK special status in the EU. I will be
recommending it to Cabinet tomorrow. Press conference shortly.
— David Cameron (@David_Cameron) February 19, 2016
Donald Tusk, President of the European Council announced the agreement after more than 24
hours of agonising discussions over British demands to curb benefits for migrant workers.
“Unanimous support for new settlement for the UK in Europe,” he said after a final agreement was
signed off at dinner of 28 EU members in Brussels.
The agreement, which has yet to be published, is expected to see Britain compromise on key
elements of Mr Cameron’s demands to restrict welfare payments to Eastern European workers.
But after the meeting the Justice Secretary Michael Gove and at least five other cabinet ministers
are expected to break ranks and defy Mr Cameron by ¬arguing for Brexit in the European Union
membership referendum.
One or more had hoped to address a major anti-EU rally in London on Friday night but they were
forced to hold their peace when Mr Cameron’s EU renegotiation summit dragged on into a second
day.
Mr Gove’s expected decision to support the Out campaign will be a bitter blow to Downing Street
as he is among the Prime Minister’s closest confidants and a family friend. Mr Cameron has made
huge efforts to persuade the Justice Secretary to campaign for Britain to remain in the EU based
on a reformed relationship between London and Brussels.
But sources close to Mr Cameron said that Mr Gove had decided with a “heavy heart” he could not
back the Prime Minister on the issue.The Spectator reported that Mr Cameron’s allies seem “pretty
much resigned to losing Michael Gove to the Out campaign once the deal is done”.
Mr Gove has been torn between his loyalty to the Prime Minister and his long-standing support for
Britain pulling out of the bloc.
The Justice Secretary’s defection to the Brexit campaign would boost its credibility – although it is
understood he would take a relatively low profile – and could encourage other wavering ministers
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to follow suit.
A spokesman for him said: “Michael’s position has not changed – he supports the Prime Minister’s
strategy to renegotiate our relationship with the European Union. As he has said before, it would
be premature for anyone to make a judgement before the deal is concluded. Like the Prime
Minister, he has not ruled anything out.”
Mr Cameron cancelled a cabinet meeting provisionally scheduled for Friday afternoon at which he
had hoped to report back on a deal secured in the Brussels talks. That would have marked the
point at which collective responsibility would have been suspended and ministers could have gone
public over their support for Brexit.
A prominent role will be played in the Out campaign by Iain Duncan Smith, the Work and Pensions
Secretary, who is a long-term advocate of withdrawal from the EU.

David Cameron sits with other EU heads of state in a round table meeting in Brussels (EPA)

He is among the several cabinet members who have complained to Mr Cameron over the collective
gag placed on Eurosceptic ministers ahead of the referendum -campaign.
The Commons Leader, Chris Grayling, and the employment minister, Priti Patel, look certain to join
the campaign, as well as John Whittingdale, the Culture Secretary, and Theresa Villiers, the
Northern Ireland Secretary.
Boris Johnson, the Mayor of London, is still keeping the Prime Minister guessing over his
intentions, although he has promised to set out his position “with deafening éclat” if Mr Cameron
clinches a deal in Brussels.
Speakers at the Grassroots Out rally included the Ukip leader Nigel Farage, the senior
Conservative MPs Sir Bill Cash and David Davis, Labour’s Kate Hoey and the economist Ruth Lea.
Ahead of the rally Mr Davis said: “This whole long drawn-out renegotiation process has highlighted
the EU’s undemocratic institutional arrogance. It shows the utter disregard Brussels has for
member states. It is the perfect example of how Britain is ruled by the EU.”
After 24 hours of talks in Brussels, Mr Cameron made little progress in thrashing out a
compromise on his reform demands.
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French president François Hollande, leaving the talks in Brussels (AP)
Eastern European countries stood firm in their position that any deal should not allow Britain to
restrict child benefits to migrant workers immediately, calling for the plan to be phased in over 16
years.
At the same time they pressed for the emergency brake for in-work benefits to be limited to an
initial period of two years, with tough tests for any extensions. Mr Cameron is understood to have
made clear that this would be unacceptable during a series of tense and sleep-deprived bilateral
meetings throughout the day.
A full European Council meeting had been scheduled to rubber-stamp the plan at 11am, but what
had been billed as an “English breakfast” soon turned into an “English lunch” and finally an
“English dinner” as a deal proved elusive.
Mr Cameron, who only left the Council building for three hours’ sleep at 5am, returned for another
session including talks with the French, Italians, Poles, Czechs and Germans in an attempt to find
a compromise. By early evening the Council President Donald Tusk decided to reconvene the
whole Council despite no agreed deal being on the table in an attempt to use “peer pressure” to
force a compromise.
British diplomats said they were ready to fight their corner to resist the deal being watered down.
While no threat was made to walk away, a Downing Street source made clear Mr Cameron was
prepared to leave if he came under too much pressure to compromise. “You have to remember
that we don’t have to hold the referendum until 2017,” they said.
Additional reporting by Independent staff
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/eu-renogotiations-david-cameron-unanimousagreement-britain-europe-a6885206.html
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2016-02-18

Message to Lightworkers

Caroline Oceana Ryan

The latest guidance from our friends, the Galactic and Angelic Beings known as the Collective:
Greetings, friends! We are glad to have the opportunity to speak with you again today.
We are seeing many changes occurring now in your world.
For example, many have pointed out that two of the “frontrunner” presidential candidates (the
fellow with the white hair, and the fellow with the orange hair), stand at the two opposite ends of
the pole.
We would say that this is not an accidental occurrence. And that it is the perfect
metaphor for the direction your world has taken.
For there is a great shift occurring now.
Earth’s population are increasingly opting to either to move on—to move into a world where
NESARA is not only possible but actual and real—or opt to stay where they are, and remain within
the third dimensional frequency.
There is no shame and no judgment, either way.
Should you feel that you prefer to remain on a third dimensional Earth, you will drift quietly, in
ways mainly unknown to you, into that reality—that particular hologram.
Should you feel it is your path to move on to fifth dimensional Earth, then in ways both noticeable
and less noticeable to you, you will find yourself moving into that reality.
In truth, you have already made your decision as to whether or not you will Ascend in
this lifetime, and you are well aware of this.
And so the question then becomes, What do you do with the situations, relationships, attitudes,
beliefs, thoughts, and leftover “realities” in your life that are so clearly third dimensional?
How do you shift upwards in ways that ensure that you are increasingly aware of your Divine
origins and Creator abilities?
How do you upgrade your frequency on all matters of life—health, work, relationships, finances,
spirituality—so that you naturally begin to manifest that which matches your own and your higher
self’s vision for you?
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And we would say, that you are already doing this, and that you are coming into the
position of moving into the driver’s seat in terms of creating your fifth dimensional life,
or you would not be asking these questions.
You have, along with many millions of others, noticed an increasing dissatisfaction with certain areas of your
life as of late.
Perhaps you wish to eat more healthfully, to drink only pure water throughout the day, to exercise more, and
to spend more time in Nature.
Perhaps you are seeing your longtime partner, job, home, or other roles or situations as no longer right for
where you are now, and are wondering if it is time to move on.
Or perhaps you are looking at the world, as so many millions are right now, and asking, “Why must we have
wars, when everyone detests them, except for a tiny minority of the human race?”
“Why must we pay so much money for gasoline and other energy sources, when free, clean energy was
discovered more than a hundred years ago?”
Or, “Why would I have anything in my life that is not completely joyful, or for my higher good?”

These are excellent questions, and millions are asking them every day, more and more.
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You will find yourself in fact no longer seeing the sense of many situations—in your life, and upon
the Earth in general.
You will find many now moving forward with new ideas that, in the past, would have been
suppressed, ignored, or laughed at—such as energy medicine and energy healing were for so long
—but which are now seriously entertained as real possibilities upon humankind’s path.
The energies upon the Earth are such now, that increasingly, you will only be able to do
that which is for your and others’ higher good, in all situations.
You will increasingly find it harder and harder, and then impossible, to pretend to be or do
anything that is not a part of your true, authentic self—your fifth dimensional self.
You will find it impossible to do any job that is not fulfilling, that does not serve your life purpose
in some way.
You will find it harder and harder to eat animal products, to drink or eat anything that is not of a
high and pure vibration, or to feed it to your children and animals.
You will find it increasingly difficult to hold onto anything—old objects, relationships, beliefs—that
no longer resonate with who you are fast becoming.
You will in fact, require a world in which honesty, transparency, accountability, and
decency are not just high ideals, but the norm.
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And how do we get from here to there? you may ask.
Dear ones, you are doing it now.
We see your astounding progress in every hour of your lives—we see your higher selves more and
more active in your words, your emotions, your ability to hear your intuition and the Divine
instinct that lies within it.
We see your increasing ability to spot lies, unhealthy choices, cover ups, and even unconsciously
hidden facts and realities, and we see you saying, “No—this is no longer who we are on this
planet.”
Believe us when we say that you grow stronger in your remembering of your Divine
origins, each day you live, and each breath you take.
And that no one perhaps, could be more surprised than you yourselves, and yet as sure as you
breathe, your New Earth day is dawning.
When you doubt this, go within for a moment and say to your support team of higher self, guides,
and Angels, “What would make me most joyful right now?”
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If you hear no answer, tell them that they must send you the energy of that answer, so that you
absorb it into your heart-mind and receive it clearly there.
And when that answer comes, whatever it may be—follow it.
For there has never been a celebration upon Lady Gaia, such as you are all energetically
preparing now, at every moment.
Namaste, friends and fellow Lightworkers! Builders of the New Earth!
We are with you, always.
Copyright 2016, Caroline Oceana Ryan
If you repost, please maintain the integrity of this information by reprinting it exactly as you find
it here, and including the link to this original post. Thank you.
http://carolineoceanaryan.com/2016/02/18/message-to-lightworkers-feb-18-2015/
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2012-12-19 The Sad Legacy of Robert Bork
The late judge didn't have a chance to move Supreme Court jurisprudence. But his failure to be
confirmed had a profound and regrettable effect on how we nominate justices today.
Andrew Cohen
Bork at his September 15, 1987 hearing with former President Gerald Ford (left) and thenSenator Bob Dole. (Charles Tasnadi/Associated Press)

The late judge didn't have a chance to move Supreme Court jurisprudence. But his failure to be
confirmed had a profound and regrettable effect on how we nominate justices today.
The relentless honesty and arrogant mien of Robert Bork, who has died at 84, during his
unforgettable 1987 Supreme Court nomination hearing resulted in two very important things for
this nation. First, it precluded the ideologue from becoming a life-tenured justice, which has
meant over the intervening 25 years many saving graces for progressives and many bitter
disappointments for conservatives. Second, it changed (forever, I suspect) the way judicial
confirmation hearings unfold, by encouraging earnest nominees to say to the Senate Judiciary
Committee nothing at all candid, specific, or profound about their judicial philosophies or views of
the law.
https://youtu.be/5ffTtOMIJAk
Reasonable minds may argue over how different American law would be today if the Senate had
confirmed Bork. The position ultimately was filled by Anthony Kennedy, who has been a diehard
conservative in some areas (like economic policy and the First Amendment) and an unabashed
liberal in others (like gay rights and restrictions on capital punishment). My best guess is that
Bork would have been a conservative activist very much in the manner of Justice Antonin Scalia, a
loud and consistent vote to roll back precedent not just to pre-Warren Court positions but to the
Lochner-era sensibilities of a century ago.
But no reasonable person today can contend that judicial nomination proceedings are more
insightful and productive in the wake of the Bork hearing. Throughout the long history of court
appointments, confirmations had rarely been detailed affairs. In 1962, for example, John F.
Kennedy appointee Byron White was questioned by the Senate Judiciary Committee for all of 11
minutes. In fact, it wasn't until 1925 that a Supreme Court nominee (Harlan Fiske Stone) even
appeared before the committee and it was another 14 years before a second (Felix Frankfurter)
did so.
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So the Bork hearing didn't reverse a century of transparency in the process. But it certainly
assured that no such transparency and candor would ever come again. The self-defeating lesson
which official Washington took from the political savagery of the 1987 proceedings was that
nominees were better off saying nothing publicly about their views of the law and were better off
serving up empty platitudes when backed into a corner by their Judiciary Committee inquisitors.
Sadly, you can draw a direct line from Bork's experience to John Roberts' patronizing "umpire"
analogy during his 2005 confirmation hearing.
Even if Bork had never been "borked" (verb: to have one's nomination to high office be subject to
zealous political attack), he would have been a colossal figure in the law. He was a former federal
appeals court judge. He was a Yale law professor. He was a Justice Department official during the
Nixon Administration; it was Bork who was left standing at Justice on the evening of October 20,
1973 following the "Saturday Night Massacre," which saw the firing of Archibald Cox and the
resignation of Elliot Richardson. Most recently, he was a legal adviser to the campaign of
Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney.
Had Romney won, and had Bork survived, the old judge finally would have been able to exact a
measure of revenge on those who had long ago denied him his ultimate goal. (That Romney chose
this divisive figure to counsel him on judicial policy and court nominations says more about the
candidate than it does about the judge). But Bork already had outlived many of his old
tormentors, including Senator Edward Kennedy, the Democrat, and Senator Arlen Specter, the
Republican. The three of them were and always will be intertwined; characters in a drama that
sharply shaped both the Supreme Court and the way we pick its justices.
In any event, with Bork's death and President Obama's reelection, we will never know how far the
jurist's influence might have gone with a Republican presidential victory. And so a man with an
immense legacy in the law will be forever known not for what he achieved but for what he did not;
not for the stark philosophies of privacy and equal protection he would have tried to impose on
the nation, but for an informal rule of judicial nominations that compels candidates forevermore
not to share with the American people what they really think about the Constitution and the
Supreme Court's precedent. He is a hero to some, a villain to others, but for a brilliant man who
was first of all direct and forthright, that's a terribly sad legacy, indeed.
http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2012/12/the-sad-legacy-of-robert-bork/266456/
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